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(Nearly) everyone contributes to the success of the undergraduate program; here are some of the many things I won’t discuss:

Michigan has a healthy actuarial program, an Inquiry Based Learning center, a solid secondary teaching program . . .

In any given year, 25% of faculty are involved in advising.

In any given year, 25% of faculty are guiding an REU.

Some faculty create outreach opportunities for students (Math Circle, MMSS, Algebra Project, Future University, . . .)

Some design the contests that they take. Others coach.

Some run/advise the various student clubs/colloquium Douglass Houghton Scholars. etc. . . .
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Math 105: Data, Functions, and Graphs.

First year courses:
- Math 115: Calculus I
- Math 116: Calculus II

Second year courses:
- Math 214: Linear algebra for CS and IOE
- Math 215: Multivariable
- Math 216: Differential Equations for non-math majors
- Math 217: Linear algebra/gateway to mathematical writing
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For placement in standard calculus sequence, see GSI.
If extremely interested in math, see a faculty member for placement.
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- Peer instruction for proof writing (Kiluk experiment)
- Experimenting with using IBL techniques
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